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Abstract
Within the framework of analytical theories for soft surface electrophoresis, soft particles are classically
defined by a hard impermeable core of given surface charge density surrounded by a polyelectrolyte shell
layer permeable to both electroosmotic flow and ions from background electrolyte. This definition
excludes practical core-shell particles, e.g. dendrimers, viruses or multi-layered polymeric particles,
defined by a polyelectrolytic core where structural charges are distributed and where counter-ions
concentration and electroosmotic flow velocity can be significant. Whereas a number of important
approximate expressions has been derived for the electrophoretic mobility of hard and soft particles, none
of them is applicable to such generic composite core-shell particles with differentiated ions- and fluid
flow-permeabilities of their core and shell components. In this work, we elaborate an original closed-form
electrophoretic mobility expression for this generic composite particle type within the Debye-Hückel
electrostatic framework and thin double layer approximation. The expression explicitly involves the
screening Debye layer thickness and the Brinkman core and shell hydrodynamic length scales, which
favors so-far missing analysis of the respective core and shell contributions to overall particle mobility.
Limits of this expression successfully reproduce results from Ohshima’s electrophoresis theory solely
applicable to soft particles with or without hard core.
Keywords: Electrophoretic mobility, Electrophoresis, Soft particles, Core-shell particles, Polyelectrolyte
layers, Permeabilities to ions and fluid flow, Thin double layer theory, Poisson-Boltzmann equation.
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1. Introduction
Electrophoresis is a well-established technique for addressing the electrostatic properties of abiotic
and biotic colloidal particles in aqueous solution [1-2]. Pending proper conversion of the measured
electrophoretic mobility into relevant particle electrostatic descriptors, electrophoresis provides a way to
capture how electrostatics contributes to (bio)particles stability against aggregation [2-3], how it impacts
(or not) nanoparticle-cell, cell-cell or nanoparticle-functionalized surface interactions [4-6], the
attachment of bacteria to surfaces [7-9], the binding of metal ions to (nano)particles [10-12], the transport
of particles in porous media [13-15], the accumulation of metal ions in microorganisms [16] or even the
response of bioluminescent metal-sensing bacterial reporters [17-18]. Quantitative interpretation of
electrophoretic mobility data and subsequent evaluation of the defining particle electrostatic features
differ according to the type of particles examined, in particular the magnitude of their permeability to
electrolyte ions and to the (electroosmotic) flow developed under electrokinetic conditions. For
impermeable hard particles, a slip plane can be properly identified and the electrophoretic mobility
converted into zeta-potential value [2, 19-20] by means of theoretical expressions that integrate
hydrodynamic retardation effects, surface conduction, and/or electric double layer polarization depending
on magnitude of particle surface charge, on particle size and on electrolyte concentration in solution [2,
19-24]. Unlike hard particles, soft colloids harbor an ion- and flow-penetrable charged polymer surface
layer that decorates an impermeable core (so-called core-shell particles) [1, 25]. Soft particles also include
colloids consisting of a permeable polymeric material in the absence of intraparticulate core component
(so-called porous particles) [25]. Paradigms of systems whose electrophoresis behavior relates to that of
soft particles include polyelectrolyte particles [26-28], bacteria [1, 17-18, 29-31], viruses [32-33],
(bio)functionalized, thermo- and/or iono-responsive (nano)particles [34-36], recombinant protein particles
[37], environmental particles like humic substances [38], and polyelectrolyte multi-layered particles [3940], to quote only a few. It has long been recognized that the electrophoretic properties of soft particles
deviate substantially from that of hard particles and that the concept of zeta-potential is inapplicable to
soft particles for which the gradual suppression of the electroosmotic flow profile within the permeable
component renders impossible any a priori definition of a slip plane [1, 25, 41-42]. A variety of soft
surface electrokinetic models have therefore been reported to provide a quantitative connection between
electrophoretic mobility and electrostatic features of soft particles (see [1, 25, 41-42] and references
therein). The models differ according to their treatment of particle electrostatics based on linear or nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann theory, to their account or not of double layer polarization, to their integration
or not of inhomogeneous distribution of structural charges within the soft particle body and to the
boundary conditions adopted at the very core/surface layer interface [41-58]. Various approximate
analytical expressions have been derived for the electrophoretic mobility of soft particles, in particular by
4

Ohshima and colleagues [25, 43-47, 51-55], essentially under conditions where electric double layer
polarization by the applied electric field is insignificant. Despite their inherent limitations connected to
the approximations adopted, these expressions have the merit to be tractable analytically and to make
explicit how particle electrophoretic mobility is impacted by solution salinity and by the key electrohydrodynamic determinants of the soft particles, which includes the density of charges they carry and
their so-called hydrodynamic softness identified with the reciprocal of the hydrodynamic penetration
(Brinkman) length scale [59]. Numerous examples reported in literature illustrate the successful
applications of such equations to interpret electrophoresis data measured e.g. on biological cells or
engineered nanoparticles at sufficiently large electrolyte concentrations [29, 30, 60-65].
The term ‘permeability’ adopted within soft surface electrokinetic literature generally applies to
particulate systems penetrable to both ions and liquid flow [25]. Other colloids, termed as semi-soft
particles by Ohshima [54], may be permeable to electrolyte ions but not to flow. Such a disparity between
macroscopic flow and ion transport is not rare and has been commented by Lyklema in his seminal
discussion of the structure of ‘stagnant layers’ and of surface conduction occurrence behind the shear
plane in the context of hard particles electrokinetics [22, 66-67]. In particular, Lyklema argued that ‘a few
percent of a gelling agent may fully immobilize liquid [in gels] (on a macroscopic scale) without
materially suppressing self-ion diffusion (a molecular process)’ [67]. Electrokinetics of semi-soft particles
still deviate from that of hard particles as their outer surface potential remains inherently determined by
structural charges distributed over the particle body volume [39, 54]. Examples of semi-soft particles are
hyper-branched nano-dendrimers with zwitterionic functionality [39], whose electrophoretic features were
recently shown to comply with numerical theory for diffuse soft particles in the limit of infinite
hydrodynamic softness [39, 58], and various bacterial strains displaying sub-nanometric hydrodynamic
flow penetration in their surface structures that may significantly protrude towards the outer aqueous
medium [1]. In turn, the above differentiation between soft (S) and semi-soft (SS) particles -i.e. that
between particles permeable to ions and to fluid flow, and particles permeable to ions but not to fluid
flow, respectively- asks for the so-far missing derivation of tractable analytical expressions relevant for
the electrophoretic mobility of practical core-shell particles where polyelectrolytic core (c, in short) and
shell layer (sl, in short), made of distinct materials, differ according to their respective propensity to host
electrolyte ions and/or fluid flow. This is the purpose of this work where we tackle the situations of dilute
dispersions of particles defined by (i) soft core and soft shell, (ii) semi-soft core and soft shell, and (iii)
semi-soft core and semi-soft shell components. To lighten notations, particles of type (i), (ii) and (iii)
above are termed hereafter Sc-Ssl, SSc-Ssl and SSc-SSsl particles. The work extends previous analytical
theory by Ohshima solely applicable to particles where soft [25, 51-54] or semi-soft [54] shell decorates a
strictly hard core, impermeable to both ions and fluid flow. The various types of particles considered in
5

this work are further defined in Table 1. Mobility expressions of Sc-Ssl, SSc-Ssl and SSc-SSsl particles
are elaborated here within the framework of the Debye-Hückel and thin double layer approximations
valid for poorly to moderately charged particles whose radius well exceeds Debye layer thickness. As a
result, the here-derived particle mobility expressions are applicable at sufficiently large electrolyte
concentrations. It is shown that appropriate limits of the obtained expressions correctly reduce to previous
results obtained by Ohshima [25, 51-54] valid for colloids comprised of a hard core surrounded by a soft
or semi-soft shell layer (Table 1).
The merit of this work is therefore the elaboration of an original analytical expression for the
electrophoretic mobility of the very generic type of core-shell particles where both core and shell
components are defined by distinct permeabilities to ions from background electrolyte and to
electroosmotic flow. Paradigms of such particles include dendrimers [39], viruses [32], multilayered
particles [40] or bacteria decorated by protruding soft surface appendages [1]. There is a large amount of
expressions derived in literature [25, 51-54] (mostly by Ohshima), but none of them is applicable to this
generic type of composite soft particles with differentiated ions and fluid flow permeabilities, as
considered in our analysis. The analytical expressions so far available in literature solely involve the
electrohydrodynamic properties of the only particle shell component but discard systematically the
defining electrostatic and hydrodynamic properties of the particle core region. The elaboration of an
explicit analytical expression that correctly integrates the defining electro-hydrodynamic features of both
core and particle shell compartments is most timely as it should help experimentalists analyze
electrokinetic results (collected at sufficiently large electrolyte concentrations where linearization of
Poisson-Boltzmann equation is legitimate) with a proper account of the complex core-shell structure of
the investigated particulate systems. Such analyses are relevant for deriving electrostatic and structural
descriptors of particles and to interpret e.g. particle/surface electrostatic interactions [6], particle
swelling/shrinking processes [34], or binding of nanoparticles to biological cells [4]. Various limits of our
mobility expression derived for specific ranges of core diameter, shell dimension, electrolyte
concentration and magnitude of flow permeabilities, are shown to recover previous approximate results
from literature [25, 51-54].
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Sc-Ssl
(any  core , 1 / c  0 ; any
 shell , 1 / sl  0 )

SSc-Ssl
(any  core , c   ; any
 shell ,1 / sl  0 )

Hard core-Ssl
[25, 51-54]
(any  core , c   ; any
 shell , 1 / sl  0 )

Hard core-SSsl [54]
(any  core , c   ; any
 shell , sl   )

SSc-SSsl
(any  core , c   ; any
 shell , sl   )

Table 1: Differentiated types of composite semi soft (SS)-soft (S) particles consisting of a polyelectrolyte
core (c) decorated by a polyelectrolyte shell layer (sl). Electrophoretic mobility expressions of hard coresoft shell and hard core-semi soft shell particles are provided by Ohshima in [25, 51-54] and [54],
respectively, with a particle core component that carries surface charges (i.e. charges that are not
distributed all over the core volume, a situation that is specifically tackled in this work). Hard particles are
defined by particle core and shell components that are both impermeable to ions and fluids flow (not
mentioned in this table). The expressions elaborated in this work for the electrophoretic mobility of ScSsl, SSc-Ssl, hard core-Ssl, hard core-SSsl and SSc-SSsl composite particles are defined by Eqs. (28),
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(36), (37), (39) and (40), respectively. The operative conditions in terms of charge densities in the particle
core and shell layer (  core and  shell , respectively) and of fluid flow permeabilities in these particle
compartments ( c and sl , respectively) are further specified in Table 1.

2. Results and discussion.
2.1. Setting the stage.
In the developments that follow, we consider Sc-Ssl, SSc-Ssl and SSc-SSsl particle types (see Table
1) in the limit where particles curvature is immaterial in defining the electric double layer (EDL) field at

the particle/solution interface. This situation is met in the thin EDL limit where particle radius is much
larger than the Debye layer thickness, denoted as 1/. A scheme of the core-shell particles viewed in this
flat-plate representation is given in Figure 1, which further specifies the nomenclature adopted. The
particle core then assimilates with a polyelectrolyte layer (PEL in short) of thickness L and the peripheral
particle shell with a PEL of thickness d (Figure 1). The core and shell PELs both carry structural charges
with densities denoted as  core and  shell defined by  core  zc FN c and  shell  zshell FN shell , where

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of a core-shell particle consisting of an inner polyelectrolyte layer (PEL in
short) of thickness L (core component) covered by a peripheral PEL (shell component) of thickness d.
Details on the adopted nomenclature are provided.
F is the Faraday constant, zc , N c and zshell , N shell are the valence and molar concentration of the

ionogenic functional groups distributed within the inner core and outer shell PELs, respectively.
Depending on the chemistry of the particulate system considered, the densities of charges  core and

 shell may be formulated as a function of solution pH pending proper account of the dissociation of the
functional groups on salt concentration (or, equivalently, on particle electrostatics), as detailed along the
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lines given elsewhere [12, 34, 39]. The water contents in the core and shell PELs are here sufficiently
large for the dielectric permittivity  e therein to identify with that in the outer aqueous solution [58, 68].
In the next section, the governing equations for the electrophoresis of the various types of core-shell
particles of interest are elaborated under dilute dispersion conditions (i.e. at sufficiently low particle
volume fractions in line with the absence of particle-particle electro-hydrodynamic interactions) in a
background electrolyte containing cations of valence z  and bulk number concentration n (in m-3) and
anions with valence z  and bulk number concentration n (in m-3). Realizing that the case of semi-soft
core-soft shell (SSc-Ssl) and semi-soft core-semi-soft shell (SSc-SSsl) particles (Table 1) are limits of the
more general situation where both particle core and shell components are permeable to ions and fluid
flow (Sc-Ssl particles, Table 1), flow field and electrostatic potential distributions are first determined for
this latter generic particle type.
2.2. Theory for evaluation of electroosmotic flow field and electrostatic potential distributions in

soft core-soft shell (Sc-Ssl) particles
2.2.1. Electroosmotic flow field distribution inside- and in the vicinity of a Sc-Ssl particle.
Considering the case of Sc-Ssl particles (Table 1), the distribution of the electroosmotic flow (EOF in
short) field u in the direction x perpendicular to the particle/solution interface (Figure 1) subjected to an
applied electric field of magnitude E is determined by the Darcy-Brinkman and Stokes equations
according to







d 2u
dx

2

d 2u
dx 2
d 2u
dx 2

  cu( x )   e E  0

L

:    d   x  d
2


(1)

  sl u( x )   e E  0

: d  x  0

(2)

 e E  0

:x0

(3)

, where  is the dynamic fluid viscosity,  c and  sl are the coefficients of friction exerted by the inner
core and outer shell on the flow, respectively, and  c, sl u( x ) are the corresponding frictional forces. The
friction coefficients  c and  sl are related to the hydrodynamic softnesses c and sl (in m-1) of the
core and shell particle components, respectively, via the relationships c, sl   c, sl /  [25]. The term

 e E in Eqs. (1-3) represents the electromotive force due to the electric field applied in the x-direction
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and which causes electrophoretic particle motion. The net charge density  e of mobile ions at position x
across the particle/solution interface is defined by  e  x   z en  x   z en  x  , where e is the
elementary charge, and n ,   x  are the local concentration of cations (+) and anions (-) that obey
Boltzmann statistics

 z e  x  
n,   x   n,  exp   , 

k BT 


(4)

, where   x  is the electric potential at position x , k BT is the thermal energy and n,  represent the
bulk number concentrations of cations and anions (in m-3). The boundary conditions verified by u are
given by

du
dx

0

(5)

u( d  )  u( d  )

(6)

du
dx

(7)

x   L /2  d 

x  d 



du
dx

x  d 

u (0 )  u (0 )

du
dx

x  0



u  U E

du
dx

(8)
(9)

x  0

as

x

(10)

, where Eq. (5) reflects flow symmetry at x    L / 2  d  and Eqs. (6)-(9) translate the required
continuity of the field and its derivative at the core/shell and shell/solution interfaces (Figure 1). Eq. (10)
indicates that under steady-state conditions the electroosmotic flow velocity (in magnitude) far from the
particle necessarily identifies with particle electrophoretic velocity whose magnitude is denoted as U E .
Explicit evaluation of the electroosmotic flow profile defined by Eq. (1-3) and by the boundaries (5)-(10)
requires knowledge of the potential distribution   x  . This is done below for situations where both
particle core and particle shells are permeable to ions (relevant for Sc-Ssl, SSc-Ssl, SSc-SSsl particle
types, Table 1) and for cases where the particle inner core, defined by a density of charges distributed all
over its volume, is not penetrable by ions (as applicable for hard core-Ssl, hard core-SSsl particles, Table
1).
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2.2.2. Electrostatic potential distribution within and outside particles with ion-penetrable core and shell
components.
Under the examined conditions where core and shell particle regions are both penetrable by ions from
the background electrolyte, the position-dependence of the potential   x  is governed by the PoissonBoltzmann equation written within the Debye-Hückel approximation in the core and shell particle
domains according to

d 2
dx

2

d 2
dx

2

d 2
dx

2

  2 

 core
e

L

:    d   x  d
2


  2 

 shell
e

: d  x  0

  2

:x0

(11)

(12)

(13)

, which applies to a symmetrical z : z background electrolyte with z   z  z , n  n  no and the
reciprocal of the Debye layer thickness is defined by   2 z 2e2no /  ek BT . The required boundary
conditions associated to Eqs. (11)-(13) are derived from symmetry of the potential profile at the position
x    L / 2  d  (Eq. (14)), by the potential and field continuity conditions at x  0 and x   d (Eqs. (15)(18)), and finally by the vanishing of the potential and electric field far from the particle at x   (Eq. (19))
(Figure 1), i.e.

d
dx

0

(14)

 ( d  )   ( d  )

(15)

d
dx

(16)

x  ( L /2  d )

x  d 



d
dx

x  d 

 (0 )   (0 )
d
dx

x  0



d
dx

 ( x )  0 and

(17)
(18)

x  0

d
 0 as x  
dx

(19)

At this stage, it is emphasized that the boundaries formulated by Eqs. (14)-(19) are applicable to all types
of particles whether their core and shell are permeable or not to electrolyte ions. Eq. (12) may be rewritten
in the concise form
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d 2
dx 2

  2 (  DON )

: d  x  0

(20)

, where we introduced the Donnan potential  DON reached in the bulk shell layer at d  1 /  [69,70],
and defined by

 DON 

 shell
 e 2

(21)

After solving Eqs. (11)-(13) with boundaries defined by Eqs. (14)-(19), the potential distribution
operational in the particle core and shell compartments both permeable to ions from background
electrolyte, may be recast in the generic final form (Supplementary Material)




L
 
L
   core
  ( d )  core2  sech 
 cosh   x   d   
2
 2 
   e 2
 e 
 




 ( x )    DON [1  cosh( x )  Pe  ( x  d ) ]  Q core2 e  ( x  d )
 e



 DON Pe  ( x  d )  Q core2 e  ( x  d )

 e


L

:    d   x  d
2


:

d  x  0

:

x0
(22)

, where P and Q are defined by




L 

 [sinh( d )  tanh  2  (1  cosh( d ))] 


P  


 L



1  tanh 




2



L 

tanh 


 2 
Q


L 

1  tanh 

 2 


(23)

The expressions of the potentials at the core/shell solution interface  (  d ) involved in Eq. (22) and at
the shell/solution interface,  (0) , are further defined by



  d

 (0)   DON P  Q core2  e

 e 



 core
 ( d )  
DON [1  cosh( d )  P ]  Q

 e 2


(24)

2.2.3. Electrostatic potential distribution within and outside core-shell particles with ion-impenetrable
inner core.
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For the classical case of particles with hard core and soft or semi-soft shell component, as introduced
by Ohshima [25, 51-54], the inner core compartment is considered to carry surface charges.
Corresponding electrostatic descriptor may then be defined in terms of a uniform surface potential or
surface charge density while the outer PEL shell carries structural (immobile) charges all over its volume.
In the developments below, we derive the electrostatic potential distribution with relaxing the standard
condition of charges distribution at the only hard core surface and explore the scenario where such
charges are distributed all over the core volume, in addition to shell charges located within the particle
surface layer. For such a core-shell particle with ion-impenetrable inner core and ion-penetrable outer
PEL (i.e. relevant for hard core-Ssl, hard core-SSsl particles, Table 1), the counterparts of Eqs. (11)-(13)
for the potential distribution are given by Eqs (S6)-(S8) in Supplementary Material. Following a
strategy similar to that invoked in the previous section (see Supplementary Material), after algebraic
developments it is shown that the potential distribution within and outside hard core-Ssl and hard coreSSsl particles with volumic core charge density is defined by
2
2
 


L
  L  
L

 core  x   d        DON (1  e  d )  core L :    d   x  d
2
2
2
2
2










e 
e





d  x  0
:
 ( x )    DON [1  e  d cosh  ( x  d )]  core Le  ( x  d )
2 e



 ( x  d )
sinh( d )  core Le  ( x  d )
:
x0
  DON e
2 e



(25)
It is stressed that the Poisson-Boltzmann equation is here explicitly solved in the core particle volume
with account of the defining charge density therein whereas a simple boundary condition is commonly
considered at the core/shell interface for solving electrostatics. This boundary relates either to the particle
core surface potential or to the particle core surface charge density. In the limit L  0 and  core  
with the term L core / 2 kept constant, L core / 2 reduces to the core surface charge density



lim

L 0,  core 

L core / 2 . In such a situation, the expression of the EDL potential distribution defined

by Eq. (25) reduces to the result formulated by Maurya et al. in the Debye-Hückel limit [71] (Eq. (S10) in
Supplementary Material).

2.2.4. Generic analytical expression for the electroosmotic flow field distribution inside- and in the
vicinity of Sc-Ssl particles.
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The electroosmotic flow profiles within and outside core-shell particles harboring a soft outer PEL
supported by a soft inner PEL (Table 1) is provided by Eqs. (1-3) pending replacement therein of   x 
by its appropriate defining expression (i.e. Eq. (22)). For the case of hard (ions-impermeable) core
surrounded by a soft or semi-soft shell component, Eqs. (1-3) remain applicable provided that the
potential distribution therein is defined by Eq. (25). It is recalled that the particle electrophoretic velocity
is hereafter denoted as U E (Eq. (10)). Using Eq. (S11) (Supplementary Material) that defines the
charges density  e involved in Eqs. (1)-(3), and subsequent solving of the flow profile (Eqs. (1)-(3))
subject to the boundaries specified by Eqs. (5)-(10), we obtain after lengthy developments the following
expression for u( x ) relevant to the case of Sc-Ssl particles

 
x
 E
E
C1 cosh c ( x  L  d )   e  ( x )  c   L  sinh c ( x  t ) (t )dt   core
2
2




d
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2



L

:    d   x  d

2


0
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u( x )  C2 cosh( sl x )  e sl  sinh(sl x )cosh(sl t ) (t )dt

d


 eE 
x

E
: d  x  0
 ( x )  sl  sinh sl ( x  t )  (t )dt   shell

2


d

sl
  

 E
:x0
u(0)  e  (0)   ( x )




(26)

, where the scalar C1 and C2 are defined by Eqs. (S13) and (S14) in Supplementary Material,
respectively. C1 and C2 both involve intricate integral expressions of the potential distribution given by
Eq. (22). The expression (26) is further used in the sections below to find the searched analytical
expressions for the electrophoretic mobility of Sc-Ssl, SSc-Ssl and SSc-SSsl composite particle types
(Table 1). On the other hand, for core-shell particles with hard inner core, the velocity field may simply
be obtained from Eq. (26) taken in the limit c   , which provides
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eE 
x
cosh( sl x )
 sl  sinh sl ( x  t ) (t )dt
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d
cosh( sl d )
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sl
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u( x )   
  fix E  cosh( sl x ) 
: d  x  0

 2 1 
 sl  cosh( sl d ) 

 E
:x0
u(0)  e  (0)  ( x ) 



(27)

, where  (t ) is here defined by Eq. (25). A similar expression of the electroosmotic flow profile is
provided by Ohshima [45-46] for the classical (hard) core-(soft) shell particle type. However, the herereported expression has the merit to involve the appropriate electric double layer potential distribution
given by Eq. (25) applicable to the most general scenario where the inner core is defined by a density of
charges distributed all over its physical volume.
2.3. Analytical expressions for the electrophoretic mobility of composite semi-soft and soft core-

shell particles (see Table 1).
The general expression for the electrophoretic mobility of a core-shell particle is defined by

E  U E / E  u( x  ) / E . Substituting the potential distribution defined by Eq. (22) into the
integral mobility expression derived for Sc-Ssl particles in Supplementary Material (Eq. (S15)), we find
that the electrophoretic mobility of Sc-Ssl particles is given by the fully developed expression
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1
, where the scalars F1,2 are defined by

 F1  cosh(sl d )  (sl / c ) coth(c L / 2) sinh(sl d )

1  ( / c ) coth(c L / 2) tanh( L / 2)

 F2 
1   2 / c2


(29)

Equation (28) is one of key results of this study. For   1 reached at sufficiently large electrolyte
concentrations, the electrophoretic mobility expression (28) reduces to the non-zero mobility value, given
by

E 

 shell 
1 
1
1    core
2 
2
sl  F1  c F1

(30)

The above expression is valid for any arbitrary choice of c L and sl d . This non-zero mobility plateau
value is the specific signature for the presence of flow-permeable shell and core particle components [1]
and Eq. (30) makes explicit their respective contributions in defining the overall particle mobility under
conditions where particle electrostatics is completely screened. It is recalled here that the mobility of hard
particles at infinite ionic strength, unlike that of their soft counterparts, is necessarily zero due to electric
double layer screening effect [2, 19, 20]. It is noted that the existence of a non-zero mobility for a soft
core-shell particle at large electrolyte concentrations can be equally demonstrated from the balance
between the frictional force  c, sl u( x ) exerted by the particle shell on the flow and the driving electric
force acting on the fixed charges supported by the polymer backbone constituting the inner core and the
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outer PEL particle components [46]. If we further consider c1  0 reflecting the absence of flow in the
particle core region, the mobility expression (30) reduces to

E 


 shell 
1
1

2 
sl  cosh(sl d ) 

(31)

, which is identical to Eq. (11.6.4) given in [25] by Ohshima and to the result provided in [58] for the
situation of a hard core-Ssl particle at sufficiently large electrolyte concentrations. On the other hand, in
the limits where dimensions of core and shell largely exceed their defining Brinkman lengths, i.e.

c L  1 and sl d  1 , and further considering cases where Donnan potentials are reached in the core
and shell regions, i.e.  L  1 and  d  1 , Eq. (28) reduces to the simple form
 (0)   DON

e 

sl   shell
E  

2
1  1


 sl

sl


(32)



Under such conditions, the value of the interfacial potential  (0) is given by  (0)   DON / 2 . In turn,
the above expression (32) identifies with the pioneering result derived by Ohshima [25] (Eq. (11.4.18)
therein, taken in the limit of low Donnan potentials). Interestingly, the above mobility expression does not
involve any electrostatic nor hydrodynamic contributions stemming from the inner PEL core region.
Indeed, under the conditions underlying applicability of Eq. (32), the outer PEL shell with thickness well
above the Debye and Brinkman lengths fully screen both electrostatic and hydrodynamic contributions of
the inner core particle component and thus solely determines the particle electrophoretic behavior. If we
further take the limit of Eq. (32) at sl   , which refers to a hydrodynamic friction by the PEL surface
so large that the flow penetration inside it is insignificant, then Eq. (32) properly reduces to the wellknown Smoluchowski equation [72] given by  E 

e
 (0) , where the potential  (0)   DON / 2 then


identifies with the particle zeta-potential [2,19].
For cases where Brinkman lengths defining core and shell permeabilities to flow are well above the
Debye length (i.e.   sl and   c ), Eq. (28) yields

E 

 shell
sl2


  core
1
1
1  cosh( d )  
2 cosh( d )
sl  c
sl


(33)

, which correctly compares with the result given by Duval and Ohshima [58] in the specific limit where
particle core is impermeable to flow (i.e. c   ). Eq. (33) further reduces to the following simplified
expression valid for sufficiently large core and large shell sizes as compared to the core and shell
Brinkman lengths (i.e. c L  1 and sl d  1 , respectively)
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E 

 shell
sl2

(34)

, which is nothing else than the second term of Eq. (32) reached at sufficiently large electrolyte
concentrations where  DON  0 .
The electrophoretic mobility expression for composite particles defined by a shell layer surrounding a
core that is not permeable to fluid flow (this concerns all particles types given in Table 1, at the exception
of the Sc-Ssl particles situation treated above, see Eq. (28)) is obtained from the mobility expression
applicable to Sc-Ssl particles taken in the limit of infinite hydrodynamic softness within the particle core
component (i.e. c1  0 , Eq. (S15) in Supplementary Material). In turn, we obtain
2

E 



e
1
1
 ( d )   0  ( x )sinh  ( x  d ) dx    e    
1




sl
sl
DON



  
d
 cosh(sl d ) 
 sl 
 cosh( sl d ) 

(35)

, which is thus valid for SSc-Ssl, hard core-Ssl, hard core-SSsl and SSc-SSsl particle types (Table 1)
pending replacement of the potential distribution  ( x ) in Eq. (35) by its appropriate defining expression
in line with the particle type considered (see §2.2.2 and §2.2.3). In particular, substitution of  ( x ) given
by Eq. (22) into Eq. (35) leads after calculation to the following expression for the electrophoretic
mobility of SSc-Ssl particles
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2
sl2

 2
 2
2
   sl

 2


sl2
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1
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1
P
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1
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1
1
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1
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Q
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sl
2
2
2
2
2
 cosh(sl d )   
 sl
 
   sl cosh(sl d )   sl

(36)
, where P and Q are defined by Eq. (23).
For the classical hard core-soft shell particle configuration (hard core-Ssl particle, Table 1) the inner
core is impermeable to both ions and fluid flow. For such a particle type, the substitution of the potential
distribution defined by Eq. (25) into Eq. (35) yields, after some rearrangements, to the following
expression of the electrophoretic mobility E
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e
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2    sl2 cosh(sl d )  2  sl2
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(37)

The first term in Eq. (37) involves the Donnan potential  DON and corresponds to the contribution of the
shell charge density to the particle electrophoretic mobility. The second term involving  core stems from
the contribution of the charges distributed in the particle core volume. For a hard core-Ssl particle with
uncharged inner core ( core  0 ) supporting a charged soft layer, the mobility expression given in Eq.
(37) becomes identical to Eq. (56) given in [54]. In the limit L  0 and  core   with the product

L core / 2 kept constant, L core / 2 tends to the core surface charge density  , and the second term on
the right-hand side of Eq. (37) reduces to

E 




 2


1
sl2


e  d  1 
tanh( sl d )  
 2
2 cosh(  d )
2
2
  sl
sl
 sl
 
   sl

(38)

, which agrees with the mobility expression derived in [53] (Eq. (30) therein) for a plate-like particle
carrying a surface charge density  coated by an uncharged polymer layer of thickness d . A simplified
form of the electrophoretic mobility expression (37) in the limit   sl is provided by Eq. (S18) in
Supplementary Material, and it further reduces to Eq. (34) for sl d  1 . It may be noted that Eq. (32)

first obtained by Ohshima [25] may be recovered from the limit of Eq. (37) at sl d  1 ,  d  1 and

 core  0 . Analyzing Eq. (37) in the situation where there is no fluid flow in the peripheral particle shell
layer (i.e. 1 / sl  0 ), we obtain the mobility expression of hard core-SSsl particles (Table 1) that reads
as

E 

 e  DON

(1  e 2 d )  core Le  d
2 e
 2

(39)

For particles in line with Donnan distribution of the electrostatic potential, achieved for  d  1 , Eq. (39)
further reduces to  E 

 e  DON
. This expression, once again, correctly identifies with the standard
 2

Smoluchowski equation [2, 19, 72] valid for flow/ions-impermeable particles with surface potential

 DON / 2 . This potential may be assimilated to a zeta-potential that is a priori introduced within hard
surface electrokinetic theories without explicit connection to the bulk particle electrostatic features.
Finally, the mobility expression pertaining to SSc-SSsl particles (Table 1) is simply derived from that
of SSc-Ssl particles (Eq. (36)) in the limit of infinite hydrodynamic softness within the particle shell
component (i.e. sl1  0 ), which in turn leads to

E 

  d
e 

 DON P  Q core2  e
 
 e 

(40)
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Similarly to the case of hard core-SSsl particles, expression (40) takes the form of the standard
Smoluchowski equation [2, 19, 72] applied to flow-impermeable particles whose outer surface potential



(or, equivalently, zeta potential) is defined by  DON P  Q core2  e  d . The latter expression illustrates

 e 


the differentiated contributions of the charged inner core and of the outer shell region (both permeable to
electrolyte ions in SSc-SSsl particle type) in defining the potential at the outer particle surface. These
contributions depend here on the geometrical properties of the particle (L and d, both involved in the
expressions of P and Q), on the electrolyte concentration and on the space charge densities operational in
the core and shell domains. For cases where core and outer shell layer carry oppositely charged functional
groups, the electrophoretic mobility of the particle then changes sign with varying the concentration of
background electrolyte, and the underlying shift in point of zero mobility is generally also a function of
the respective hydrodynamic softness of the core and of the shell particle components [6, 32, 39, 40].
As a summary of this section, the developed expressions for the electrophoretic mobility of Sc-Ssl,
SSc-Ssl, hard core-Ssl, hard core-SSsl and SSc-SSsl composite particles are defined by Eqs. (28), (36),

(37), (39) and (40), respectively. These expressions are the key results of this work.

2.4. Computational illustrations.
In this section, we discuss the dependence of the electrophoretic mobility of the composite core-shell
particle types defined in Table 1 on the respective magnitudes of the relevant electrostatic Debye layer
thickness, hydrodynamic screening lengths, core diameter and shell thickness. Results are given in the
dimensionless form  E / 0 with 0   e RT /  F  .
The scaled electrophoretic mobility of a Sc-Ssl particle (Eq. (28)) defined by core and shell regions
that are both permeable to ions and fluid flow is shown in Figure 2 as a function of the dimensionless
product c L , which reflects the ability of the core to host fluid flow, for various values of its equivalent
for the shell layer, sl d . The reader is referred to the caption of Figure 2 for details on selected model
parameters. For the sake of comparison, the scaled electrophoretic mobility of SSc-Ssl particles derived
from Eq. (36) is reported in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Dependence of scaled electrophoretic mobility of Sc-Ssl particles (see Table 1, Eq. (28)) on dimensionless

c L varied at fixed (a) L  10 nm. Results are given for various values of sl d with sl1 =10 nm and d =10, 20,

30, 40, 200 nm (growing d values in the direction given by the arrows). (b) As in (a) with L  100 nm, d =10 nm,

and sl1 = 0.1, 1, 2, 5, 10 nm (growing sl d values in the direction given by the arrow). Other model parameters:

 shell / zshell F  core / zc F  1 mM and  1  1 nm. For the sake of comparison, value of the electrophoretic
mobility of SSc-Ssl particles obtained from Eq. (36) is further reported (red dots).

Figure 2 evidences a decrease of the Sc-Ssl particle electrophoretic mobility with increasing c L , i.e.
with decreasing the permeability of the particle core component to fluid flow at fixed inner core diameter
(L=10 nm in Figure 2a). At sufficiently low c L , the interaction between the applied electric field and
the electric double layer developed within the charged core leads therein to a significant electroosmotic
flow (EOF) of counterions. An increase of the dimensionless hydrodynamic softness c L of the core
partly suppresses this EOF and thus results in an accumulation of counter-ions therein. In turn, upon
increasing c L at fixed L , the net density of charges entrapped within the inner PEL core is reduced,
which leads to decreasing electrophoretic mobility (in absolute value). At sufficiently large c L where
core region becomes semi-soft (i.e. permeable to ions but impermeable to flow),  E / 0 approaches an
asymptotic plateau value that correctly compares with prediction from Eq. (36) applicable to SSc-Ssl
particle (Figure 2a). The dependence of that plateau value on sl d at fixed sl is further consistent with
evaluations from Eq. (36). Namely, increasing sl d at c L   and fixed sl (i.e. d is increased) comes
to add structural shell charges at the periphery of the particle core, which increases the potential locally in
this particle region (as long as  d does not largely exceed unity), and this process gives rise to an
increase in  E / 0 . Conversely, at sufficiently low c L where core permeability to flow significantly
contributes to  E / 0 , any increase in d comes to significantly screen the dominant hydrodynamic
contribution of the core, which reduces  E / 0 . Altogether, the processes identified at low and large
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c L lead to the remarkable dependence of  E / 0 on sl d and c L as pictured by Figure 2a. Similar
trends are obtained with increasing L (all other parameters being similar to those in Figure 2a, results not
shown), which mostly affects the mobility behavior at sufficiently low c L where flow in the particle
core is more significant than that in Figure 2a. Figure 2b identifies conditions where the shell-mediated
hydrodynamic screening of the core contribution to the overall particle mobility is operational over the
whole range of c L tested.

Fig. 3. Dependence of scaled electrophoretic mobility of Sc-Ssl particles obtained from Eq. (28) on dimensionless

 L at fixed L  100 nm, d = 10 nm with  shell / zshell F  core / zc F  1 mM, (a) c1 =1 nm, (b) c1 =10 nm
and for various values of sl1 (= 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 nm) (growing sl d values in the direction given by the
arrows). For the sake of comparison, value of the electrophoretic mobility of Sc-Ssl particles in the limit of infinite
electrolyte concentrations (Eq. (30)) is further reported (red dots).

Figure 3 illustrates the impact of the electric double layer thickness, here expressed in terms of the

dimensionless number  L , on the electrophoretic mobility of Sc-Ssl particles (Eq. (28). The limiting
electrophoretic behavior of these particles at infinite ionic strengths (    ), captured by Eq. (30), is
further reported. In line with anticipation, results indicates that increasing the extent of screening of the
overall particle charge (increasing  L ) leads to a decrease in scaled mobility  E / 0 and a correct
convergence of Eq. (28) to Eq. (30) at  L  1 . Figure 3 further makes it clear that  E / 0 approaches a
non-zero plateau value at  L  1 , a feature that is the characteristic signature of electroosmotic flow
penetration in the charged particle body. At given  L ,  E / 0 further decreases with increasing the
scaled hydrodynamic softness parameters sl L and c L pertaining to the shell (Figures 3a,b) and to the
core (Figure 3b vs. 3a), respectively, and the underlying reasons are similar to those already invoked for
discussion of the results in Figure 2.
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Fig. 4. Dependence of scaled electrophoretic mobility of Sc-Ssl particles obtained from Eq. (28) on dimensionless

 1 / c1 at fixed c1 = 10 nm with  shell / zshell F  core / zc F  1 mM, d = 10 nm, L  100 nm and sl1
=0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 nm (growing sl d values in the direction given by the arrow). For the sake of comparison,
the value of the electrophoretic mobility of Sc-Ssl particles obtained from Eq. (33) is further reported (red dots).

Figure 4 shows how the scaled electrophoretic mobility of Sc-Ssl particles (Eq. (28)) is impacted by

the extension of the electric double layer as compared to the inner PEL hydrodynamic screening length

c1 . Like in Figures 2-3, results are given for various values of sl d . At fixed sl d ,  E / 0 increases
with increasing c 1 at fixed c1 due to reduction of the particle charge screening by ions from the
background electrolyte. The non-zero plateau value reached by the electrophoretic mobility at infinite
EDL screening (   sl and   c ), given by Eq. (33), is reached at sufficiently small c 1 for
which the EDL thickness is far smaller than the hydrodynamic screening length of the inner PEL core.
For increasing values of the hydrodynamic screening length of the inner PEL at fixed  , the screening of
the EOF in the core particle region is necessarily lesser pronounced and a similar feature occurs when
increasing  1 at fixed c , i.e. with increasing c 1 . In turn, this leads to an increase in particle
electrophoretic mobility. As expected from the results given in Figure 2b, increase of sl d at fixed d for
particles with significant inner EOF leads to enhanced screening of the EOF developed within the outer
PEL shell and therefore to a reduction in particle mobility.
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Fig. 5. Dependence of scaled electrophoretic mobility of SSc-Ssl particles obtained from Eq. (36) on dimensionless

sl d for d =10 nm, with  shell / zshell F  core / zc F  1 mM. The results are shown for (a)  1 =1 nm at various

values of L  10, 50, 100, 200, 500 nm (growing L values in the direction given by the arrow). In panel (b), results
are given for various values of  L at fixed L =100 nm. For the sake of comparison, the value of the electrophoretic
mobility of SSc-SSsl particles obtained from Eq. (40) is further reported (red dots).

The dependence of the electrophoretic mobility of SSc-Ssl particles on sl d is provided in Figure 5 at
different electrolyte concentrations (or  ) and different choices of inner PEL core diameter L. At
sufficiently large values of sl d where flow penetration into the particle shell region is insignificant, all
results satisfactorily merge with predictions obtained for SSc-SSsl particles (Eq. (40)). While the effect of

sl d on  E / 0 conforms to that discussed in previous figures (screening of the EOF in the shell layer),
Figure 5a further illustrates that the electrophoretic mobility becomes independent of the size L of the

inner particle core at sufficiently thin electric double layers as compared to L. This finding simply reflects
that the potential distribution across the core/shell/solution interphase becomes unaffected by changes in
L pending the condition for achievement of Donnan potential in the core region (the maximum value the
potential can reach therein) is respected, i.e. the inequality  L  1 is satisfied, which holds in Figure
5a. This feature, combined with the fact that there is no flow inside the core region (a defining property of

SSc-Ssl particles) results in an electrophoretic mobility that is independent of L under conditions of
Figure 5a. Obviously, decreasing the value of  L via increasing 1 /  leads to stronger variations of

E / 0 with L (not shown) as the potential distribution inside the core then deviates from that dictated
by the limit pictured by the Donnan representation. Doing so, the mobility increases with L as the
potential in the bulk core region locally increases to reach Donnan value, and it becomes again
independent of L for  L  1 . Making the analogy with Eq. (21), value of that Donnan potential in the
particle core domain is given by  core /  e 2 . Finally, Figure 5b confirms the decrease in particle
mobility when increasing particle charge screening through increasing  at fixed L. Remarkably, at
sufficiently large sl d and  L  1 , particle mobility tends to zero because of complete screening of the
EDL and of absence of significant EOF in the shell layer. In this regime, the particle effectively behaves
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as a hard particle with an outer surface potential that is determined by the electrolyte concentration and by
the respective geometrical and electrostatic properties of the core and of the shell particle components



according to  DON P  Q core2  e  d (see Eq. (40)).

 e 


Fig. 6. Dependence of scaled electrophoretic mobility of SSc-Ssl and hard core-Ssl particles obtained from Eq. (36)
1

and (37), respectively, on sl d for fixed d = 10 nm,  =1 nm with  shell / zshell F  core / zc F  1 mM and
different L = 10, 50, 100, 200, 500 nm. For the sake of comparison, the value of the electrophoretic mobility of
hard core-SSsl and SSc-SSsl particles obtained from Eq. (39) and Eq. (40), respectively, are reported.

Differences in the electrophoretic behavior of SSc-Ssl and hard core-Ssl particles are reported in Figure
6. Following their definition (Table 1), the former allows penetration of ions but not flow in the inner

particle core, whereas the latter is impermeable to both ions and flow. It is found that the electrophoretic
mobility of hard core-Ssl particles depends on the particle inner core size at sufficiently low values of

sl d where the hydrodynamic Brinkman length of the outer shell layer is significantly large compared to
d. On the opposite, the inner core size has basically no impact on  E / 0 of SSc-Ssl particles as Donnan
potential conditions in the core region are met in Figure 6 (see discussion of Figure 5). For hardcore-Ssl
particles, the electrostatic potentials increase significantly at the core/shell interface with increasing L,
which leads to a significant increment in particle mobility. For both types of particles, increasing sl d
comes to an efficient screening of the EOF through the outer PEL and this leads to a reduction in
electrophoretic mobility, as discussed previously. We also find that for sufficiently large values of sl d ,
the mobility of SSc-Ssl particles identifies with that of hard core-Ssl particles, regardless of L. This is so
because for such magnitude of sl d , the electro-hydrodynamic contribution of the core to the overall
particle mobility is completely screened by the flow-impermeable shell layer, whether the core is semisoft or hard in nature. In line with expectation, the value of the mobility reached by SSc-Ssl and hard
core-Ssl particle types at sl d   equates that of SSc-SSsl and hardcore-SSsl particles (Eqs. (40) and
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(39), respectively) as the outer particle shell layer then transitions from soft to semi-soft layer type. For
the sake of completeness, Figure S1 in Supplementary Material further illustrates the expected
limitations of Eq. (32), first derived by Ohshima [25], in capturing the electrophoretic behavior of various
composite soft/semi-soft core-shell particle types at low values of sl d .

3. Conclusions
In this study, we report an original analytical expression (Eq. (28)) for the electrophoretic mobility of
a generic type of core-shell particles where core and shell components are defined by differentiated
permeabilities to ions and fluid flow. Limits of this expression further lead to the elaboration of
expressions, so-far missing from literature, applicable to soft core-soft shell, semi-soft core-soft shell,
semi-soft core-semi-soft shell particles where the terminology ‘semi-soft’ refers to particle regions
permeable to ions but not to fluid flow, and the qualification ‘soft’ applies to particle domains permeable
to both ions and fluid flow. The theory is developed for particulate systems in line with the applicability
of the thin double layer approximation within the framework of the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann
formalism, valid at sufficiently large electrolyte concentrations and poorly to modestly particle core and
shell components. Additional limits of our generic electrophoretic mobility expression considered for
specific ranges of particle core diameter, shell dimension, electrolyte concentration and magnitude of
flow permeabilities are shown to recover analytical results from literature, most of them derived by
Ohshima [25, 51-54]. These limits include the historical case of hard particles with clearly established
zeta potential concept [2, 19, 72], and that of hard core-soft shell particle [54]. Computational examples
further illustrate that our expression is valid over a wider range of electrolyte concentrations, particle sizes
and Brinkman length scales as compared to the analytical results given in [25, 51-54]. Altogether, this
work provides a rather complete taxonomic survey of particle structure-electrophoresis relationships via
in-depth analysis of the mobility expression developed here for the most generic and complex situation of
soft core-soft shell particles. In particular, the results favor the quantitative identification of the respective
electro-hydrodynamic contributions of the core and shell compartments to overall particle electrophoretic
mobility, depending on core and shell sizes, on electrolyte concentration in solution, on the space charge
densities operational in the core and shell volume and on their respective Brinkman hydrodynamic
screening length scales.
There is now a large body of work [29, 30, 60-65, 73] where experimental electrophoretic mobility
data, measured e.g. on microorganisms, nanoparticles or colloids, are interpreted on the basis of analytical
equations derived by Ohshima valid for specific ranges of particle size, Debye layer thickness and shell
Brinkman length. It is believed that the analytical mobility expressions developed here, valid over a larger
range of conditions and applicable to a wider spectrum of core-shell particle types, will pave the way for a
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refined evaluation of the electro-hydrodynamic properties of colloids whose composition often involves
complex mixtures of biotic and abiotic materials with diversified (bio)polymers-based surface
functionalization, as required in drug delivery [74], environmental [75] and other biomedical applications
[76-77]. Future developments of this work involve the derivation of electrophoretic mobility of the
composite core-shell particles examined here albeit with full account of electric double layer relaxation
and polarization at the Poisson-Nernst-Planck level, which requires numerical analysis of the relevant
governing electro-hydrodynamic equations. Comparison of such results with existing numerical theories
[39, 48-50, 58] and predictions derived from the here-established analytical expressions will be useful to
appreciate the extent by which these phenomena impact particle electrophoretic mobility depending on
electrolyte concentration, particle core size, shell layer thickness, ions- and flow-permeabilities of the
respective core and shell particle compartments. Relevant experimental data analysis by means of our
generalized mobility expression (Eq. (28)) requires (i) particle mobility measurements performed over a
broad range of pH and/or salt concentration conditions in order to constrain the confrontation between
experiments and theory and, as mentioned above, (ii) a comparison with the outcome from exact
numerical theory, the conditions (i) and (ii) being necessary to properly determine either the magnitude of
the various electrohydrodynamic parameters involved in the problem (especially the charges and flow
permeabilities of the particle core and shell compartments) or any relevant combinations thereof.

Funding P.P. Gopmandal kindly acknowledges the financial support by the Science and Engineering
Research Board, Department of Science & Technology, Government of India, through the project grant
File no. MTR/2018/001021.
Supplementary Material. 1. Details on the derivation of the potential distribution relevant for a coreshell particle with ion-penetrable (1.1) and ion-impenetrable core (1.2) component (Eqs. (S1)-(S10)). 2.
Details on the derivation of electroosmotic flow field and electrophoretic mobility expressions for Sc-Ssl
particles type, and limits thereof (Eqs. (S11)-(S19)). 3. Further illustration of the limits of Eq. (32) at low
values of sl d and comparison to Eq. (28). The code for performing computations is available on
request.
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